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Lead-in
	 Look	at	the	photos.	What	sort	of	‘power’	is	represented	in		

each?	Can	you	think	of	any	other	types	of	‘power’?

	 a	 Which	words	can	collocate	with	power?	Which	words	can		
collocate	with	powerful?	Write	the	words	from	the	box	in	the		
table.	Some	may	go	in	both	columns.

tool					nuclear					speech					medicine					spending					argument						
economic					solar					brain					influence					world					political						
people					army					consumer

power powerful

power tool a powerful tool 

	 b	 Can	you	add	more	words	to	each	column?

	 Work	in	pairs.	Check	you	understand	the	underlined	phrases	below.	Discuss	
the	questions.

1	 Do you think people have enough power over the decisions that affect their 
lives?

2	 Should more women be in positions of power?

3	 Can you think of any countries which are growing in economic power?

4	 In what circumstances should police be given special powers?

5	 What political changes often occur when a new leader comes to power?

6	 Who holds the power in your family/school/workplace?

1

2

3

6

P
ow

er
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6.1 Images of power
Grammar  articles

Can	do			describe an important building/structure		

 Reading 
	 	Read	about	a	TV	programme	below.	Choose	

the	best	summary.	

	1		 How modern architecture has been 
influenced by ancient buildings  

	2		 How architecture is used as a symbol of 
political status  

	3		 How the Romans invented many 
architectural techniques  

1

 Vocabulary | power 
	 	Complete	definitions	a–d	and	example	sentences	1–8	

with	the	correct	form	of	words	from	the	box.		

	win					gain					impressed					part					by					play					over					
important					be	

3

	 	Work	in	pairs	and	discuss	the	questions.	

	1	 According to the TV programme, how did 
the Romans use architecture to increase 
their power? 

	2	 How has architecture been used through 
history? 

	3	 Can you think of examples of ‘powerful 
architecture’ where you live? 

	4	 If you had money to invest in your town/
city, what would you build? 

2

 a  _____ : to obtain or achieve something 
 1 Radical left-wing parties  _____  control of the city. 
 2 We are hoping to  _____  a better understanding of the 

process. 

b   _____   _____ : to get someone’s support/friendship by 
being nice to them 

3  The party wanted to  _____   _____  undecided voters. 
4  He took her out to restaurants and the theatre, and she 

was completely  _____   _____ . 

 c  _____   _____   _____ : feel admiration and respect for 
 5 We  _____  very  _____   _____  the standard of her work. 
 6 We  _____   _____   _____  your presentation. 

d   _____  an  _____   _____  in: to have a big effect 
 7 Diet  _____  an  _____   _____  in helping people live longer. 
 8 Everyone from the cleaners to the management  _____  

an  _____   _____  in this year’s financial success. 

Architecture of Power
 No one knew better than the Romans how 
to gain political influence through the use of 
engineering and architecture. The Romans 
built roads, bridges, aqueducts, forums, 
amphitheatres and baths in order to win 
over the minds of the cultures they were 
conquering. It’s hard not to be impressed by 
a power which provides you with clean water 
to wash in, a road to the capital city, a way to 
travel across previously impassable rivers, and 
incredible public buildings. 

 Architecture has played an important part 
in public life throughout history, whether as 
homage to an individual, or as a monument 
to an institution or ideology. Architecture has 
always been a potent symbol of wealth, status 
and power. From castles to cathedrals, from 
the pyramids to skyscrapers, architecture has 
always served to glorify the ideal of the time. 
‘Architecture of Power’ explores some of the 
world’s most famous buildings and structures 
to see what we can learn about their history. 

Images of power
The	Eiffel	Tower

The	Pentagon

The	Forbidden	City

78
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6.1

7979

 Listening 
	 	a	 Look	at	the	photos.	Work	in	pairs	

and	guess	which	structure:	

	1	 is large enough to house the Eiffel 
Tower? 

	2	 was built to celebrate a king’s 60th 
birthday? 

	3	 was constructed by 400,000 men? 

	4	 is known as the ‘coathanger’? 

	5	 takes 20 minutes to walk around? 

	6	 is one of the largest palaces in the 
world? 

	7	 was built in 1889? 

		 b	  2.01	 Listen	and	check	your	
answers.	

		 a		 Listen	again	and	make	notes	about	
each	structure	(size,	date	built,	etc.).	

		 b	 Work	in	pairs.	Compare	your	notes	
and	discuss	the	questions.	

	1		 What does the speaker say about 
each structure? 

	2		 Which structures do you think are the 
most impressive or interesting?  

	3		 Which have you visited/would you 
like to visit? 

4

5

 Grammar | articles  
	 		a	 Work	in	pairs.	Write	some	rules	for	when	we	use	the	

definite,	the	indefinite,	or	no	article.	

		 b	 Check	your	ideas	with	the	Reference	on	page	89.	

		 c	 Find	examples	of	each	type	in	audioscript	2.1	on	page	172.	

		 d	 Choose	the	correct	option	to	complete	rules	A–C	in	the	
Active	grammar	box.		

6

 Active grammar 

	A	 Use		a/an/the/no article		to	introduce	something	
new/unexpected.	It	indicates	that	the	reader	or	
listener	does	not	know	what	we	are	talking	about.	

			   I bumped into   ______   old friend.		(This	is	news.)	

	B	 Use		a/an/the/no article		to	indicate	‘common	
ground’.	It	may	refer	the	reader/listener	to	shared	
experience	or	general	knowledge.	The	context	is	
important	for	establishing	exactly	which	noun	is	
being	referred	to.	

			   I went to see   ______   house this morning.		(I	told	you	
about	this	house.	This	is	shared	experience.)	

	C	 Use	a/an/the/no article			to	refer	to	something	in	
general.	

		 	I enjoy talking to   ______   taxi drivers. 	(taxi	drivers	in	
general)	

 see Reference page 89 

Sydney	Harbour	Bridge

Hassan	II	Mosque

The	Great	Pyramid

The	Millennium	Dome
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6.1

	 		a	 Complete	the	article	with			a		,			an		,			the			
or	–	(no	article).		

7 		 b	 Work	in	pairs.	Explain	the	use	or	non-use	of	articles	
in	exercise	7a.	

		 Find	the	mistake	(or	mistakes)	in	each	sentence	and	
correct	them.		

	1	 She really enjoys the sport and plays the tennis a lot. 

	2	 If the Mr Hart phones, can you tell him I’m in meeting? 

	3	 There is a cold weather, especially in north. 

	4	 Go down the Forest Street and turn left into New Road. 

	5	 The violent crime is definitely on increase. 

	6	 I went to one restaurant there years ago. 

	7	 The life in London is getting more and more expensive. 

	8	 Katia is ideal candidate for job. She has a great deal of 
the experience. 

	9	 Maurice has the cold and won’t be coming back to 
work this week. 

	10	 It’s without doubt best hotel in an area. 

 Speaking and writing 
			 Work	in	pairs.	Think	of	two	important	buildings.	What	

do	you	know	about	them?	Make	notes.			

	 		Look	at	audioscript	2.1	on	page	172	and	complete	the	
How	to...	box.		

8

9

10

How to… describe architecture 

Use	
superlatives

The Great Pyramid is (1) _____/
probably the most ...

It is (2) _____ _____ Australia’s best 
known, and most photographed ...

It is (3) _____ to be/It is the largest/
tallest ...  

Provide	
details	
(size/
description,	
etc.)	

It is built from metal/stones ...

The base is ...

(4) _____/Covering an area of more 
than ... metres squared

It is over 1km round, and 50m high.

It (5) _____ ... of ground floor space.

Standing 134m high/above ...

Describe	
reason	for	
building/	
purpose

It was built to (6) _____ the 
anniversary/as a memorial for/in order 
to/in honour of ...

Built to house/as office space ...

	  a	 Choose	one	of	the	buildings/structures	you	thought	
of	in	exercise	9.	Write	a	paragraph	about	it	using	your	
notes	and	phrases	from	the	How	to…	box.	

	 b		 Work	in	groups	and	take	it	in	turns	to	describe	the	
building/structures.	Which	do	you	think	have	been	
most	influential?	Why?	

11

 The Sagrada Familia in (1)  _____  Barcelona is one of 
(2)  _____  Gaudí’s most impressive works. This 
enormous church, as yet unfinished, is in some 
respect (3)  _____  summary of everything that Gaudí 
designed before. (4)  _____  architectural style of the 
Sagrada Familia has been called ‘warped Gothic’, and 
it’s easy to see why. The contours of (5)  _____  stone 
façade make it look as though the Sagrada Familia is 
melting in (6)  _____  sun, while (7)  _____  towers are 
topped with brightly coloured mosaics which look like 
(8)  _____  bowls of fruit. Gaudí believed that (9)  _____  
colour is life, and, knowing that he would not live to 
see (10)  _____  completion of his masterpiece, he left 
coloured drawings of his vision for future architects 
to follow. 

 For nearly 30 years, Gaudí worked on the Sagrada 
Familia and other projects simultaneously, until 1911, 
when he decided to devote himself exclusively to 
(11)  _____  church. During (12)  _____  last year of his 
life, Gaudí lived in (13)  _____  studio at the Sagrada 
Familia. 

 Tragically, in June, 1926, Gaudí was run over by 
(14)  _____  tram. Because he was poorly dressed, 
he was not recognised and (15)  _____  taxi drivers 
refused to take a ‘vagabond’ to the hospital (they were 
later fined by (16)  _____  police). Gaudí died five days 
later, and was buried in the crypt of the building to 
which he had devoted 44 years of his life, (17)  _____  
as yet unfinished Sagrada Familia. 
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Grammar		 whatever,  whoever ,  whenever, etc. 

Can	do			take detailed notes from fluent connected speech 	

81

Kid power6.2

 Listening 
	 	a	 Work	in	pairs	and	discuss	the	questions.	

	1	 What gadgets are the people in the photos using? 
Why do you think they are so popular with teenagers? 

	2	 Where do you think big companies go to find out 
how teenagers use technology? 

	3	 What do you think the next big technological 
development will be? 

		 b	  2.02	 Listen	and	check.		

	 	a	 Work	in	pairs.	Discuss	ways	to	finish	the	sentences.	

	1	 Microsoft began the trend for ... 

	2	 Kids drive technology because ... 

	3	 Kids want technology that can be ... 

	4	 Text messaging caught on because ... 

	5	 Teenagers influenced the ThinkPad because ... 

	6	 Collaborative computing will be useful because ... 

	7	 Converse trainers sent their market researchers to ... 

		 b	 	  2.02	 	Listen	again	and	check.	

 Vocabulary | fashions	and	fads	
	 	a	 Match	the		underlined		phrasal	verbs	in	1–8	to	

definitions	a–h.	
	1	 Using teenagers really to find out what’ s in  and what 

isn’t, what the market wants ... 

	2	 ... anywhere they thought trends might  kick off . 

	3	 They experiment and they automatically  home in on  
the new. 

	4	 Anything bigger than a few inches  is out . 

	5	 Text messaging  caught on  because kids wanted to 
pass notes to each other during class. 

	6	 ... all of these things  came about  because of the needs 
of kids. 

	7	 And what’s  coming up  on the horizon? 

	8	 ... if you want to  keep up with  the latest style of 
trainers, who do you ask? 

	a	 start 

	b	 know the most recent developments 

	c	 focus/direct their attention towards something 

	d	 is going to happen in the near future 

	e	 is fashionable at the moment 

	f	 became popular and fashionable 

	g	 is unfashionable at the moment 

	h	 happened 

		 b	 Look	again	at	the	phrasal	verbs	in	exercise	3a.	

	1		 Which two phrasal verbs are exact opposites? Are they 
formal or informal?  

	2		 Which has a literal meaning connected with football? 

1

2

3

	 	Find	five	mistakes	with	phrasal	verbs	in	the	
article	below	and	correct	them.	

4

	 	Work	in	pairs	and	discuss	the	questions.	

	1	 What’s the best way to keep up with 
developments in your job or hobby? 

	2	 Are there any interesting events coming up 
in your life? 

	3	 What trends have caught on recently (in 
fashion, music, food, etc.) where you live? 

	4	 How do global trends come about? Can you 
think of any examples? 

	5	 Think of one piece of technology/clothing 
that used to be ‘in’ but is now ‘out’. 		

5

 A new trend is catching off. Budding basketball 
star, Mark Walker, can shoot the ball into the 
basket 18 times in a row. On his website, which 
is sponsored by Reebok, he faces the camera 
and says, ‘I am the future of basketball. I am 
Reebok.’ Mark Walker is three years old. Big 
business has always homed in at talented 
youth – the phenomenon really kicked up 
with Michael Jordan – but now it appears that 
talent isn’t necessary. Horton Chesleigh is even 
younger than Mark Walker and he is already 
associated with a brand. His parents, Sean and 
Deanna, agreed to name him after a character 
from a Ruffles potato crisps ad. How did this 
situation go about? The food company agreed to 
donate $50,000 towards little Horton’s education. 
So, will personal branding become popular? 
Will we be seeing branded kids walking the 
streets? Maybe. Jim Nelson had the orange, blue 
and black logo of an Internet company tattooed 
on the back of his shaved head. In return for 
showing the tattoo for the next five years, he 
gets $7,000. Who knows what’s coming off next? 
Kids called ‘Coke’ and ‘Big Mac’? 
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6.2

Speaking and listening
	 Work	in	pairs.	Look	at	the	photos	and	

answer	the	questions.

1	 How old are the people?

2	 What are they doing?

3	 Can you think of any problems 
associated with their behaviour?

4	 How would you deal with these 
problems?

	 Work	in	groups.	Which	things	(1–6)	do	
you	think	teenagers	aged	15–17	should	
be	allowed	to	do?

1	 watch however much TV they want

2	 stay up late whenever they want

3	 decorate their room in whatever way 
they want

4	 go wherever they want at night

5	 socialise with whoever they want

6	 wear whatever they want

	 a	  2.03	 Listen	to	two	parents	and	
two	teenagers.	Which	things	from	
exercise	7	do	they	talk	about?

	 b	 What	were	their	opinions?	Listen	
again	to	check.

6

7

8

Grammar | whatever,	whoever,	whenever,	etc.

	 a	 Look	at	examples	1–2	in	the	Active	grammar	box	and	
choose	the	correct	option	in	rule	A.

	 b	 Look	at	rule	B	and	examples	3–5	in	the	Active	grammar	
box.	Which	mean(s)	‘I	know	what	you	are	doing	and	I	want	
you	to	stop’?	Which	mean(s)	‘I	don’t	care	what	you	are	
doing,	but	I	want	you	to	stop’?

	 c		 Look	at	rule	C.	Match	uses	a–b	with	examples	6–7.

9

Active grammar

A	 Whenever,	whoever,	whatever,	etc.	are conjunctions 
that join two clauses together/mean the same as ‘if’.	

1	 Teenagers shouldn’t be allowed to watch however 
much TV they want.

2	 Teenagers should be able to socialise with whoever 
they want.

B		 We	use	whenever,	whatever,	whoever,	etc.	when	
‘it	doesn’t	make	any	difference	when,	what,	who,	
etc.’	or	when	we	don’t	have	to	be	specific.	They	also	
mean	‘we	don’t	know	the	exact	details	of	when,	
what,	who,	etc.’	What,	who,	when,	etc.	are	a	little	
different	to	whatever,	whoever,	whenever,	etc.	

3	 Stop what you are doing now!

4	 Stop whatever you are doing now!

5	 Whatever you are doing, stop it now!

	 NOT:	What	you	are	doing,	stop	it	now!

C	 We	can	use	however	in	two	different	ways:

	 a)	 as	a	conjunction	that	means	‘but’	or	‘on	the	other		
	 hand’.

	 b)	 with	an	adjective	or	adverb,	meaning	‘even	if’.

6	 He’s brilliant. However, he’s also annoying.

7	 However hard he works, he’ll never get promoted.

see Reference page 89
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6.2

		 Complete	the	sentences	with		whenever	,	 however	,	
	whatever	,		whoever 	or		wherever.		

	1	  _____  you do, don’t lose these keys! 

	2	 Send me an email  _____  you have time. 

	3	 Carry your documents with you  _____  you go. 

	4	  _____  is at the door, tell them I’m busy. 

	5	  _____  you travel – train, car or bus – it will take 
you at least three hours. 

		 Complete	the	second	sentence	so	that	it	means	
the	same	as	the	first.	Use	three	words	in	each	
space.	

	1	 If it’s the last thing you do, make sure you turn 
off the power. 

		  ____________________  , don’t forget to turn off 
the power. 

	2	 Even if you’re a good swimmer, Thorpe is better 
than you. 

		  ____________________  are at swimming, Thorpe 
is better. 

	3	 Call me any time you feel down. 

		  ____________________  down, give me a call. 

	4	 It doesn’t matter where we go – they always 
follow us. 

		  ____________________  , they’re always close 
behind. 

	5	 I’ll see her as soon as I can. 

		  ____________________  , I’ll see her. 

	6	 It doesn’t matter who we employ – he’ll have to 
be a genius. 

		  ____________________  , he’ll have to work 
miracles. 

	7	 No matter how you fix this photocopier, it keeps 
breaking down. 

		  ____________________  the photocopier, it 
always breaks down again. 

	8	 Those children can do anything, and it turns out 
successful. 

		  ____________________  do, they make a success 
of it. 

 Pronunciation | emphasis	using	
	 	however	,		whatever	,	etc. 
		 a	  2.04	 Listen	to	sentences	1–8	from	exercise	

11.	Which	syllable	is	stressed	in		whatever	,	
	however	,	etc.?	

		 b	 Listen	again	and	repeat,	paying	attention	to	
stress	and	intonation.	

	 a	 	Think	of	two	pieces	of	advice	for	a	teenager	
with		whatever	,		whoever	,	etc.		

	 b	 Work	in	pairs.	Take	turns	to	tell	each	other	
your	advice,	paying	attention	to	stress	and	
intonation.

10

11

12

13

 Speaking 
		 a	 Read	some	quotes	about	‘the	best	age’.	Which	

do	you	agree	with?	
14

   Planning to speak    

	
	
		1	 If	you	have	to	speak	for	a	long	time,	then	
	 use	the	‘three	Ps’.	

			 P repare	–	decide	what	your	main	points	
will	be.	

			 P	redict	–	think	about	what	other	people	
will	say	or	ask	you.	

			 P	ractice	–	spend	a	few	moments	alone,	
rehearsing	(silently!)	what	you	will	say.		

	2		Using	the	‘three	Ps’,	prepare	to	talk	about	
the	sentences	you	wrote	from	exercise	14b.	

	3		Discuss	your	opinions.	Do	you	agree	about	
the	best	age?			

L
ifelon

g
 learn

in
g

             

		 b	 Write	six	sentences	giving	your	opinions	about	
the	ages	in	exercise	14a.	Start	each	sentence	with	
the		underlined		phrases	at	the	beginning	of	each	
quote.		

  Childhood is when you have the most fun and the 
fewest worries.   

	 c			 Read	the	Lifelong	learning	box.	Work	in	groups	
and	follow	the	instructions.	

  Childhood is    the time of your life. Everything is new and 
wonderful and whatever mistakes you make, you’re forgiven. 
(Suleiman, 25)  

  The best thing about being a teenager is  the freedom. You can 
be friends with whoever you want, you don’t have to work and 
you don’t have any responsibilities except school. 
(Ravi, 18) 

  The worst thing about being a teenager is  that you have 
no power. Everyone tells you what to do. When I was 15 
I couldn’t wait to leave home and make my own decisions. 
(Marissa, 19)  

  The best age is  your 30s, when you’re old enough to do 
whatever you want and young enough to have the energy to 
do it. 
(Mphelele, 38) 

  Middle-age is  when people become powerful. Most business 
and political leaders are in their 40s, 50s and 60s. After that, 
it’s all downhill. 
(Joanne, 27)  

  When you’re old , you see things differently. You’re more patient 
and tolerant whenever there are problems to deal with. You 
also realise the important things in life are family and friends. 
(Riccardo, 70)  
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6.3 Charisma
 Grammar  link words of time and contrast 

Can	do			write an autobiographical statement	

 Reading 
	 	a	 Read	the	definition	

of	‘charisma’	below.	Can	
you	think	of	any	famous	
charismatic	people?	Do	
you	think	the	people	in	the	
photos	are	charismatic?	In	
what	ways?	

  charisma  /kə’rIzmə/  n  [U] the 
natural ability to attract and 
influence other people 

		 b	 Work	with	a	partner	and	
discuss	these	questions.	

	1	 Who is the most charismatic 
person you know? In what 
ways are they charismatic? 

	2	 Are there any dangers 
connected with being 
charismatic? 

	3	 Is charisma something you 
can learn or do you have to 
be born with it? 

	 	Read	the	article	and	choose	
the	best	title.	

	1	 Five Ways to Learn 
Charisma 

	2	 How to be a Great Leader 

	3	 The Mystery of Charisma 

1

2

According to actress Joan Collins, while Bill Clinton’s looking at you, he “eats 
you up with his eyes. I don’t know whether it’s magic or a trick, but it’s the 
best act I’ve ever seen.” Of course, Bill Clinton and Barack Obama have it. 
Lady Gaga and Mohammed Ali have loads of it, too. And most agree that 
Kate Middleton, Prince William’s wife, has it too. Charisma. Hard as we try 
to understand it, the formula remains elusive. All we can do is watch the 
masters at work and learn from them.

Perhaps the most charismatic of them all is Nelson Mandela. Colleen 
Dawson’s grandson was in the same class as Mandela’s grandson. During one 
parents’ night, an interesting event occurred. The evening was progressing 
as usual, and the parents sat down to discuss their childrens’ progress with 
the teachers, at which point Mandela suddenly walked in. Dawson recalls 
that the room went quiet. Instead of the normal chit chat about homework 
and behaviour, all eyes turned to Mandela. On finding himself the centre 
of attention, the great man put the teachers and parents at ease and quietly 
began to speak about the importance of teaching. He found common ground 
for everyone present – education – and his charisma shone through.

Even though charisma is usually associated with politicians, 
businesspeople and celebrities, scientist Richard Feynman proved that people 
in other fields can have it. You had no sooner begun a conversation with 
Feynman than you’d be struck by his love of the subject. Despite the fact 
that Feynman’s field was theoretical physics – not exactly a crowd-pleaser 
– he had such enthusiasm for the mysteries of the universe that he infected 
everyone within earshot. The Nobel Prize-winning scientist was a larger-than-
life figure, and very charismatic. One ex-student recalls, “He’d hardly started 
his lecture when you’d notice the whole audience on the edge of their seats.” 

Most of the great leaders in history possessed an innate magnetism that’s 
now called ‘star quality’. Alexander the Great, William Churchill, and Martin 
Luther King had extraordinary charisma. Lifestyle writer Elena Hawthorne 
says, “Some people seem to be born with charisma. Look at the likes of 
Richard Branson or Angelina Jolie. They just seem to have a lust for life that’s 
contagious. But, for the mortals among us, I think there are techniques that 
anyone can learn: the importance of body language and the way you use 
your voice.” Other experts in the field say that, much as charisma can be 
learned, it can’t be faked. Personal development coach Robin Wills says, “It 
isn’t about techniques like making eye contact or touching people on the 
shoulder. Although those things can help, charisma is really about having a 
genuine interest in people and communicating it through enthusiasm and by 
really listening.” 

Kate	Middleton

write an autobiographical statement

Mohammed	Ali

Lady	Gaga
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